
Dear Parents and  students 

Please find below the Time table and the Time Schedule of the 1st Assessment 

(Exam). The exam is conducted online using CampusCare platform with Multi 

Choice Questions (MCQ)  Each question paper will consist of  20 to 30 questions . 

Students have to  SELECT the correct answer and  SUBMIT  the paper before the 

End of the allotted time. The system will automatically calculate the answers and 

the result will be visible to you after some time 

Procedure: 

The Google Form link will be available before 10 minutes of the scheduled time. 

It will be available in the WhatsApp group of the Class. Students can open it on the 

schedule time and follow the instructions on the form and submit it by the 

scheduled time.   

If there is any technical issue then contact class teacher and don't get panic or try 

login from multiple devices. 

Students who are left out to give exams due to reasons such as technical glitch, 

Network issue, Internet failure etc., will be included in another batch of exam. 

Exam will be conducted at some other date and time with Prior Information to 

them. In such case you have to inform it to the Class Teacher or otherwise to the  

school mail (stjosephskhorabar@gmail.com) on the same date and time. 

 

The Demo Test for the Students will be available on the Campuscare platform on 

Thursday, 23rd July 2020. If anybody faces problem, contact the class teacher. 

 

                                                CLASS  I and II (Google Form) 

  

                                                      I             II 

     Time :  9.30 am   
     to 10.30 am 

 Time : 10.45 am 
to  11.45 am 

27/07 :  MON ENGLISH -1 (GRAMMAR) ENGLISH -1 (GRAMMAR) 

28/07 :  TUE ENGLISH –II (TEXT) ENGLISH –II  (TEXT) 

29/07 : WED MATHS MATHS 

30/07 : THU EVS EVS 

01/08 :  SAT HINDI -1 (GRAMMAR) HINDI -1(GRAMMAR) 

04/08 : TUE HINDI -2 (TEXT) HINDI -2 (TEXT) 

05/08 : WED  COMPUTER  COMPUTER 
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CLASS IX to XII (Google Form) 

                                                

  Class    IX    X  XII  IX X  XII 
       MORNING  - FIRST SESSION                 EVENING – SECOND SESSION 

Date 10.30am 
to 11.30 

10.30 am 
to 11.30 
am 

10.30 am 
 to 11.30 
am 

 05.30 pm to 

 06.30 pm 

05.30 pm 

to 06.30 pm 

05.30 pm 

to 06.30 pm 

27/07 
MON 

ENG-2 ENG-1 PHY/ACC ENG-1 ENG-2 ENG-1 

28/07 
TUE 

MATHS PHY CHE/ECO HIST GOE ENG-2 

29/07 
WED 

PHY CHE MATHS/BIO CHE BIO HINDI 

30/07 
THU 

BIO MATHS CTS CTS CTS COM 

01/08 
SAT 

GEO HINDI   XX HINDI HIST   XX 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


